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ABSTRACT 

Acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL), the most common childhood cancer, 

is currently survivable in approximately 70 percent of cases. Better therapeutic 

reginnes are responsible for improved survival rates, and therapy has been 

refined throughout the past 30 years to reflect the balance struck between 

effective treatment and possible adverse side effects. Current treatment 

protocols for standard-risk patients usually consist of either intrathecal (IT) or 

intravenous (IV) chemotherapy, or both. Chemotherapy without cranial radiation 

therapy (CRT) is a relatively new form of treatment, and no consensus has been 

reached about its possible adverse effects on IQ or academic achievement. 

When deficits in academic achievement are found, they tend to differentially 

manifest in the area of mathematics rather than language skills. However, none 

of the studies examining mathematics achievement in ALL survivors have used a 

comprehensive test to evaluate mathematics functioning. Thus, fifteen children 

(x = 11.86 years) who are long-term ALL survivors, and 15 comparison group 

children (x = 11.75 years) were tested on a measures of general intellectual 

functioning, mathematics achievement, spelling, word usage and single word 

reading. Survivors of ALL consistently demonstrated significantly lower scores on 

measures of IQ and mathematics achievement. No significant differences 

between groups on measures of spelling, word usage, and word reading were 

found. Further studies that address neuropsychological functioning in ALL 
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survivors could help to illuminate the specific abilities responsible for these 

decrements. 
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i. INTRODUCTION 

Cancer is the number one disease killer of children aged 1 to 14, 

exceeded only by acddents as the leading cause of death among children and 

adolescents (Boring. Squires, Tong & Montgomery, 1994). Acute lymphoblastic 

leukemia (ALL) is the most common childhood cancer, representing over 30% of 

all cancer cases among children (Young, Ries & Silvert)erg, 1986). Few children 

survived ALL prior to the early 1960s (Mulhem, 1994), and therefore quality of life 

issues such as intellectual and academic functioning were of little concern. In 

contrast, approximately 70 percent of children currently diagnosed with ALL can 

anticipate long-temi survival and probable cure (Peckham, 1991). These greatly 

improved survival rates can be largely attributed to the development of better 

therapeutic regimes, and in turn, researchers are now faced with the challenge to 

not only investigate the adverse sequelae of the leukemia itself, but of its 

treatment as well. Concerns about the possible adverse effects of treatment 

have provided the impetus for ongoing reform of the standard of prophylaxis for 

ALL. 

Most studies assessing long-term survivors of ALL treated with cranial 

radiation therapy (CRT) or CRT combined with intrathecal (IT) methotrexate 

(MTX) have reported delayed treatment-related decrements in intellectual and 

neuropsychological functioning (e.g. Butler, Hill, Steinherz, Meyers & Finlay, 

1994; Halberg etal., 1991; Jankovic et al., 1994; Meadows, etal., 1981; 

Rubenstein, Varni & Katz, 1990; SakI, Waters, Cousens & Stevens, 1989). In a 
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meta-analytic study of the effects of CRT on cognitive functioning of children with 

ALL, Cousens and his colleagues (1988) found a greater than 2/3 of 1 standard 

deviation (11 point) decrement in inteilectual functioning in CRT patients 

compared to a variety of comparable controls. Because IT chemotherapy without 

CRT has been shown to be equally effective as combining CRT and IT 

chemotherapy in standard risk patients (Tubergen et al., 1988), with 

approximately 70 percent of ALL patients being cured with chemotherapy alone 

(Mulhern, 1994), CRT is currently avoided. Patients with central nervous system 

(CNS) relapse, which occurs in less than 10% of ALL patients (Kun, Mulhem & 

Crisco, 1983), are an exception, as are those who present with CNS disease at 

diagnosis and those at significant risk for CNS disease (Fletcher & Copeland, 

1988). 

Although most studies report that CRT exerts adverse cognitive effects, 

the results are not unanimous. Methodological problems may account for this 

discrepancy. For example, studies that assessed patients who were undergoing 

treatment (e.g. Moehle & Berg, 1985) often failed to demonstrate the deleterious 

effects of CNS treatment because treatment-related deficits tend to emerge after 

the cessation of therapy, whereas the cognitive functioning of in-treatment 

children tend not to be compromised (Fletcher & Copeland, 1988). 

Declines in IQ that increased with length of time from diagnosis have 

been found (Hongwei, Jianjun, Yonghong, Yamei & Xinmin, 1992; Jankovic et al., 

1994; Kato et al., 1993; Mulhem et al., 1992). Late effects, as distinguished from 
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acute effects, are those that occur after successful completion of therapy, which 

is usually two and one-half or nrK>re years post diagnosis. Late effects of CRT 

are assumed to be chronic, and perhaps even progressive in their course. 

However, it is important to note that virtually no patients who have received CRT 

were treated solely with this form of CNS prophylaxis, except for a brief period in 

the 1970s (Copeland, 1992). Therefore, nearly all of the studies derrK>nstrating 

the adverse effects of CRT are confounded by the concomitant use of IT and 

intravenous (IV) chemotherapeutic agents. Additionally, protocols vary across 

institutions as to the types and amounts of chenrxitherapeutic agents 

administered. Therefore, discrepancies in findings annong similarly irradiated 

children may be due to the differences in amount and type of chemotherapy they 

received (Mulhern, Fairdough & Ochs, 1991). 

Another methodologic^al problem in ALL research is the lack of comparison 

groups in most of the studies. Additionally, even when comparison groups of 

some kind are used (healthy controls, siblings or patients with non-CNS-treated 

cancer), the group may be inappropriate if estimated premorbid IQ is not 

considered, as the mean IQ value for healthy siblings of ALL patients has been 

found to be approxinnately 112-113 (Giralt et al., 1992; Jannoun, 1983; Moss, 

Nannis & Poplack, 1981). Socioeconomic status (SES) is another important 

methodological consideration, because parental social class was found to be the 

strongest predictor of IQ in children who had undergone CNS prophylactic 

treatment (Trautman et al., 1988). SES is a significant predictor of performance 
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(Stehbens et al, 1994) and has been shown to account for most of the variability 

in neuropsychological performance (Copeland, Moore, Francis, Jaffe, & Culbert, 

1996). Hence, comparisons with nomnative data or with groups who are not 

appropriately matched could be misleading. For example, what might appear to 

be a "normal" performance may actually represent quite a decline in abilities for a 

child with ALL. 

As CRT becomes a less popular form of therapy, researchers are 

investigating the possible adverse effects of CNS chemotherapy on intellectual 

and neuropsychological functioning. Less is known about the potential toxic 

effects of this nxxie of CNS prophylactic treatment, however, as this is a newer 

course of treatment for standard-risk patients. Intellectual deficits (e.g. Brown et 

a!., 1992; Ochs etal., 1991) and neurophysiological (e.g. Vainionpaa, 1993; 

Wilson et al., 1991) abnormalities have been documented. Many studies have 

compared irradiated and nonirradiated ALL patients without the benefit of a 

comparison group and found that the performance of the irradiated children was 

lower than that of the nonirradiated ALL subjects. The main focus of many older 

studies was the effect of CRT, as CNS chemotherapy was typically considered to 

be a relatively benign form of treatment. Lack of a non-CNS-treated cancer 

comparison group may account for the obscuring of intellectual deficits in 

nonirradiated children who received CNS chemotherapy in these studies (e.g. 

Ivnik, Colligan, Obetz, & Smithson, 1981; Lui et al., 1996; Mulhern, Fairciough & 

Ochs, 1991; Waber et al., 1995). There are fewer studies whose main focus is 
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the effects of CNS chemotherapy, and many of these are riddled with the same 

methodological problems that plague the CRT research: Inadequate time lapse 

from diagnosis to cognitive evaluation, varying treatment protocols across 

institutions, and lack of healthy and non-CNS-treated cancer control groups. 

Declines in intellectual ability may t)e masked by a greater premorbid IQ, 

but regardless of whether or not CNS prophylaxis causes IQ decrements, ALL 

children are demonstrating academic difficulties. A much larger percentage of 

ALL survivors receive special educational services compared to the population at 

large (Kingma, Mooyaart, Kamps, Nieuwenhuizen, & Wilmink, 1993; Mulhern, 

Wasserman, Friedman, & Fairclough 1989; Rut)enstein, Varni, & Katz, 1990). 

ALL survivors perform poorly on arithmetic achievement tests (Brouwers, Moss & 

Reaman, 1988; Copeland et al., 1996; Mulhern et al., 1991; Mulhern etal., 1992; 

Ochs et a!., 1991; Peckham, Meadows, Bartel & Marrero, 1988), but currently no 

studies have been undertaken to specifically examine mathematics achievement 

among ALL survivors. Studies of this kind are needed, especially ones 

examining deficits incurred by chenx>therapy alone, since 70 percent of ALL 

children will undergo this modality of treatment (Mulhern, 1994). With information 

about specific academic difficulties in hand, it may be possible for special 

educators to remediate these deficits. 

Normal life expectancy is currently achieved by more than 50% of children 

with ALL (Robison, Mertens, & Neglia, 1991). As more nonirradiated ALL 

survivors are progressing through school arKi into adulthood, understanding the 



long-term intellectual and academic sequelae of CNS chemotherapy becomes 

more urgent. Thus, although it may not be possible to avoid adverse cognitive 

sequelae of CNS prophylaxis for ALL, the ascertainment of the possible spedfic 

academic deficits incurred by treatment seems to t>e the next logical step in 

helping ALL survivors. 
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The literature review has been divided into six sections. The first segment 

gives a synopsis of the number of studies found that deal directly with 

nonradiated ALL survivors, as well as methodological issues, and the research 

findings on IQ. The next section presents research findings on the affects of 

CNS prophylactic treatment on specific abilities, such as menrwry and attention. 

It also contains a suk>-section on tactile-perceptual and fine-nnotor skills. The 

third section offers findings on mathematics, reading, and spelling achievement 

in ALL survivors. Fourth is a segment on neurophysiological abnormalities and 

their relationship to cognitive functioning. Next, risk factors, such as gender and 

age at diagnosis will be considered. And finally, conclusions and directions for 

future research will be discussed. 

General Intellectual Functioning 

Thirty-three studies were found since 1981 that measured the intellectual, 

neuropsychological and/or academic achievement performance of ALL patients, 

and that also enlisted a nonirradiated group of subjects who had received CNS 

chemotherapy. These studies are summarized in Appendix A. Only 17 of these 

studies employed a healthy comparison group and/or a non-CNS-treated 

comparison group; Nine had a healthy comparison group (with four of these 

enlisting siblings as healthy controls), and 10 enlisted a non-CNS-treated cancer 

group. Only 3 of the 33 studies had both a healthy comparison group and a non-

CNS treated cancer group. 
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Approximately two-thirds of the studies found declines in one or more 

aspects of cognitive functioning (intellectual, neuropsychological or academic). 

Declines in global IQ (Brown et al., 1992; Dowell, Copeland, Frands, Fletcher, & 

Stovall, 1991; Giraltetal., 1992; Ochsetal., 1991; Pavolvsky etal., 1983; 

Pfefferbaum-Levine et al., 1984), Performance IQ (PIQ; Giralt et al., 1992; 

Schleiper, Esseltine, & Tarshis, 1989), Verbal IQ (VIQ; Ochs et al.. 1991) and 

Simultaneous Processing (Brown et al., 1992) have t)een reported. One study 

reported IQ scores of less than 90 in 30% of the subjects evaluated (Pavlovsky et 

al., 1983) and another reported on three case studies wherein global intelligence 

fell in the l'*-2'̂  percentile (Maria, Dennis, and Otx)nsawin, 1993). 

Several studies reported no performance differences t>etween both 

irradiated and nonirradiated groups that received IT MTX (Ivnik et al., 1981; 

Mulhern, Fairclough, &Ochs, 1991; Stehbensetal., 1994; Wat)er et al., 1995). 

These studies are of interest because they questioned the assertion that CRT is 

more cognitively deleterious than CNS-directed chemotherapy. Another study 

reported an inconsistent pattern of deficits (Butier et al., 1994), while others 

reported no declines in cognitive functioning (Anderson, Smibert, Ekert, & 

Godber, 1994; Smibert, Anderson, Godt>er, & Ekert, 1994). 

In reviewing the literature, the importance of enlisting comparison groups 

becomes increasingly clear. For example, some researchers assert that 

chemotherapy without CRT does not exert deleterious effects because the 

patients' mean IQ was found to t>e in the average range (Rowland et al., 1984; 



Tamaroff et al., 1982; Williams, Ochs, Davis, & Daniel, 1986). Since the mean 

IQ for healthy siblings of ALL patients has been found by some researchers to be 

approximately 112-113 (Giraltetal., 1992; Jannoun, 1983; Moss, Nannis & 

Poplack, 1981), it is espedally important to use a matched comparison group 

and not merely rely on norms tables for contrast. Importantly, all of the studies 

enlisting sibling controls found that ALL survivors exhibited significantiy lower 

scores on measures of intellectual, neuropsychological or academic achievement 

functioning (Brown etal., 1992; Giraltetal., 1992; Lansky, Cairns, &Zwarjies, 

1984; Schlieper, Esseltine & Tarshis, 1989). Rowland and colleagues (1984) 

echo previous findings and report that ALL children score higher on intelligence 

tests than the general population. These researchers report that the irradiated 

group performed more poorly than nonirradiated groups on IQ and academic 

tests. Unfortunately, a matched healthy comparison group was not employed in 

this study, so it is impossible to ascertain whether there are declines in cognitive 

performance in the non-radiated groups. Eight studies employed a non-CNS 

treated cancer group (Brown et al., 1996; Butier et al., 1994; Copeland et al., 

1996; Copeland, Dowell, Fletcher, Sullivan, etal., 1988; Copeland, Dowell, 

Fletcher, Bordeaux, et al., 1988; Giralt et al., 1992; Lansky et al., 1984; Tamaroff 

et al., 1982). Enlisting such group is presumed to control for school absenteeism 

as well as the experience of having cancer. Of these eight, ail but one (Tamaroff 

et al., 1982) showed significantly lower scores on measures of cognitive 

functioning in ALL survivors who had received IT chemotherapy. 
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Two of the studies employing a healthy non-sibling comparison group did 

not find lower scores on measures of cognitive or educational abilities annong 

subjects who had received IT MTX (Anderson et al., 1994; Smibert et al., 1996). 

These two papers report on results from the same study. This study contained a 

group of "chemotherapy only" subjects that included both CNS- and non-CNS-

treated cancer patients. It is therefore impossible to draw any conclusions about 

the effects of IT chemotherapy t)ecause the CNS-treated groups were essentially 

mixed with a non-CNS cancer control group. 

Ochs and her colleagues (1991) prospectively assessed subjects 

randomly assigned at diagnosis to one of two treatment regimes: CRT connbined 

with IV MTX or IT and IV MTX. The children were tested on measures of 

intellectual and academic functioning at diagnosis, annually until treatment 

cessation, and every other year during the six-year post-therapy period. No 

significant difference between the two ALL groups were found in IQ or 

achievement, but significant decreases in FSIQ, VIQ and arithmetic achievement 

were noted in both groups when compared to norms. On nnore detailed analysis, 

approximately half of the patients receiving either form of CNS prophylaxis 

demonstrated a significant decrease on one or more of the tests administered. 

Significant decreases in FSIQ and VIQ were found in the IT MTX group between 

evaluations at remission and at 4-6 years post-treatment cessation. Among the 

IT MTX subjects, 28% had decreases in FSIQ of 15-27 points, 39% had 
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decreases in VIQ of 18-26 points, and 39% had decreases in PIQ of 15-23 points 

between remission and 4-6 years post-treatment cessation. 

In a study examining the effects of triple IT chemotherapy at different 

treatment stages. Brown and coworkers (1992), found that ofF-therapy patients 

who were at least 3 years p>ost-diagnosis scored significantly lower on the 

simultaneous processing scale of the Kauffman Assessment Battery for Children 

(K-ABC) than recently diagnosed ALL patients and healthy siblings. Another 

study that employed sibling controls (Schlieper, Esseltine & Tarshis, 1989), found 

that the ALL group who had received IT chemotherapy scored approximately 7 

points lower on PIQ. This difference did not achieve significance. Likewise, 

Dowel! and colleagues (1991) found the ALL group treated with IT MTX scored 

lower than a non-CNS-treated cancer group on FSIQ and PIQ by an average of 

7.5 points, although these decreases did not reach statistical significance. 

A well-designed study that compared the long-term cognitive functioning 

of CRT/IT MTX, IT MTX, non-CNS-treated cancer controls and sibling controls 

reported that ALL subjects had a mean IQ score that averaged 12 points lower 

than controls (Giralt et al., 1992). Significant differences were found for FSIQ. 

PIQ and VIQ between IT chemotherapy subjects and siblings. 

Specific Abilities 

Although there is no consensus regarding a particular constellation of 

deficits in long-term survivors of ALL who received a combination of CRT and IT 

MTX, emergent long-term deficits in memory (Copeland et al., 1996; Cousens, 



Lingerer, Crawford, & Stevens, 1991; Goff, Anderson, & Cooper, 1980; Meadows 

et al., 1981; O'Hare, Aitken & Eden, 1988), metacognition (Kieinman & Waber, 

1994; Rodgers, Britton, Morris, Kemahan, & Craft, 1992; Waber et al., 1994), 

visuospatial/motor skills (Cousens et al., 1991; Kingma et al., 1993; Meadows et 

ai., 1981; Pavlovsky etal., 1983), processing speed (Berg etal., 1983; Cousens 

et al., 1991) and attention (Brouwers, Riccardi, Poplack & Fedio, 1984; Goff et 

al., 1980; O'Hare et al., 1988) have been found. Additionally, deficits in verbal 

recognition (O'Hare et al., 1988), visuospatial menrwry (Mulhern, Wasserman, 

Fairclough, & Ochs. 1988) verbal memory (Boon, Murdoch & Jordan, 1995; 

Brouwers & Poplack, 1990; Jannoun & Chessels, 1987; Jordan, Murdoch, 

Buttsworth, & Hudson-Tennent, 1995; Mulhern et al., 1988; Mulhern et al., 1992; 

Waber, Bernstein, Kammerer, Tart>ell, & Sallan, 1992), and auditory memory 

(Jannoun & Chessels, 1987; Kingma et al., 1993) have been found. 

Contemporary protocols which do not include CRT may result in more 

subtle deficits than global decrements in IQ (Waber & Tart>ell, 1997). Intelligence 

tests may not be sensitive enough instruments to capture more inconspicuous 

difficulties or to monitor gradual declines in ability (Eiser, 1992), yet many studies 

have employed IQ tests as the sole measure of neuropsychological functioning. 

The effects of CNS chemotherapy may involve decrements in specific skill areas 

that exert themselves across a number of tasks. Since intelligence tests 

measure a number of skills simultaneously and are ill-equipped to give 
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information on specific skills, these deficits nnay be obscured. For this, a more 

comprehensive neuropsychological battery is necessary. 

Despite methodological shortcomings, evidence of declines in 

neuropsychological abilities in nonirradiated children who have t>een treated with 

CNS chemotherapy is emerging. Twenty-five percent of these children have 

been found to have at least one area of neuropsychological deficit at 5 years 

post-treatment (Pfefferbaunr>-Levin et al., 1984). Despite small sample sizes and 

a short period of time between treatment cessation and evaluation, z-score 

means for neuropsychological tests have been found to be lower in patients 

treated with IT MTX (Ivnik et al., 1981). Two patients with severe MTX-induced 

encephalopathy demonstrated impairments in all neuropsychological areas 

(Maria, Dennis, and Obonsawin, 1993). Significant declines in attention (Giralt et 

a!., 1992; Maria, Dennis, & Otx>nsawin, 1993), verbal memory (Maria, Dennis, & 

Obonsawin, 1993; Mulhem et al., 1988) nonverbal mennory (Brown et al., 1992; 

Giralt et al., 1992; Maria, Dennis, & Obonsawin, 1993; Mulhem et al., 1988), non

verbal learning (Giralt et al., 1992) and verbal short-term memory (Giralt et al., 

1992) have been found. Additionally, nonsignificant declines have t>een noted in 

visuospatial and construction abilities (Brown et al., 1992; Copeland et al., 1996; 

Giralt et al., 1992), perceptual nriotor and fine motor skills (Copeland et al., 1996; 

Dowell et al., 1992; Harila-Saari et al., 1997), attention (Harila-Saari et al., 1997), 

executive functioning (Maria, Dennis, & Obonsawin, 1993), language (Giralt et 

al., 1992; Maria, Dennis, & Ot}onsawin, 1993), verbal short-term memory 
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(Vainionpaa, 1993; Waber et al., 1992), and perceptual-nnotor skills (Giralt et al., 

1992). 

Sorne studies comparing IT MTX groups with groups receiving a 

combination of CRT and IT MTX have found no difference between groups on 

tests of neuropsychological function (Ivnik et al.. 1981; Stehbens et al., 1994). 

When subjects receiving CNS chemotherapy and those receiving CNS 

chemotherapy combined with CRT perform similarly, researchers usually 

conclude that the deficits must be due to some component of chemotherapy. 

Irradiated and nonirradiated ALL groups have been found to perform similarly on 

tests of short-term verbal memory (Waber et al., 1995), perceptual-motor skills 

(MacLean et al., 1995; Pfefferbaum-Levine et al., 1984), expressive vocabulary 

(MacLean et al., 1995), verbal memory (Mulhern et al.. 1988; Mulhem et al., 

1991; PfefferbaunrvLevine et al., 1984) and non-verbal menrK>ry (Mulhern etal., 

1988; Mulhern et al., 1991). 

Giralt and colleagues (1992) reported significant differences between ALL 

subjects and controls in all areas of neuropsychological functioning except verbal 

memory and verbal learning. Significant differences were found between siblings 

and IT subjects on verbal (Digit Span) and non-verbal (double mark test) 

attention. Areas that were significantly different t)etween the IT chemotherapy 

group and the non-CNS-treated control group were Block Design, non-verbal 

nnemory (Rey-Osterrieth Complex Figure Test; ROCF), non-verbal learning 

(Portheus labyrinths test), PIQ and FSIQ. A strength of this study was that the 
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ALL patients had been in rennission for a minimum of three years. Also, this was 

the only study enlisting an IT chemotherapy group that also used a non-CNS-

treated cancer group as well as a sibling group. 

Brown and colleagues (1992) found that off-therapy patients scored 

significantly lower on Triangles and Spatial MenrK)ry of the K-ABC than the sibling 

group, and significantiy lower on Matrix Analogies than recently-diagnosed and 

sibling groups. These tests use visual stimuli and presumably require spatial 

processing skills with only a limited motor response. Off-therapy survivors 

declined non-significantly on sequential processing and on Mental Processing 

Composite scores. 

Assessment of memory function five years after treatment termination 

(Mulhern et al., 1988) revealed that ALL subjects have significant deficits in 

verbal memory as well as visual-spatial memory. Two ALL groups were 

compared; One had received CRT and IT MTX, and the other had received only 

IT MTX. No significant differences were found between the ALL groups. 

Combined sample scores were significantly lower than norms in visual-spatial 

memory and verbal meniory, leading these researchers to conclude that the 

observed deficits may be due to IT and IV chenrwtherapy. Dowell and colleagues 

(1991) noted declines in verbal memory (Digit Span, Vert̂ al Selective Reminding 

Long-Term Storage, Verbal Selective Reminding Continuous Long-Term 

Retrieval) for ALL patients treated with IT MTX. Interestingly, Copeland and her 

colleagues (1996) found that patients who had received lower cumulative doses 
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of IT MTX and larger cumulative doses of IV MTX scored significantly lower in 

the memory domain than those who had received larger cumulative doses of IT 

MTX and smaller cumulative doses of IV MTX. The former group scored 

significantly lower in the memory at the first and third annual follow-ups after 

treatment cessation. 

Harila-Saari and colleagues (1997) peiformed neuropsychological 

examinations and SPECT scans on six nonirradiated ALL survivors at the 

cessation of chemotherapeutic treatment. Five of the 6 exhibited deficits upon 

neuropsychological examination. Three had substantial differences t)etween 

their PIQ and VIQ, with 2 of them exhibiting a difference favoring VIQ (13 and 21 

points higher than PIQ), and the other one dennonstrating the opposite trend, with 

PIQ being 14 points higher than VIQ. Two patients had difficulty with auditory 

repetition, one had visuomotoric difficulties and one exhibited attention 

Impairments. No significant differences were found in the results of intelligence 

testing between the patients with normal SPECTS and those with abnormal 

SPECTS. However, conformity between location of SPECT abnormalities and 

neuropsychological findings were found in most of the patients. These 

researchers speculate that an explanation for their nrare frequent finding of 

abnormalities in the left hemisphere is the quick development of verbal functions 

in this hemisphere during the first years of life, when nrjost of these patients were 

exposed to the neurotoxic drugs. 
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Tactile-Perceptual & Fine Motor Skills 

A consistent finding is the adverse effect of CNS-directed chemotherapy 

on fine motor, tactile-perceptual, and perceptual-motor skills (Copeland etal., 

1996; Copeland. Dowell, Fletcher, Bordeaux et al., 1988; Copeland, Dowell, 

Fletcher, Sullivan, et al., 1988; Dowell, Copeland & Judd, 1989; Vainionpaa, 

1993). Newly-diagnosed ALL patients who received triple IT chemotherapy and 

IV MTX have been found to perform significantly lower on tasks requiring fine-

motor (Finger Tapping. Grooved Pegboard, Trails A & B) and tactile-perceptual 

skills (Benton Stereognosis) when compared to their scores at 1-year post-

diagnosis (Copeland, Dowell. Fletcher. Sullivan, et al.. 1988). Compared to solid 

tumor subjects who had received non-CNS chenrK)therapy at baseline and at one 

year post-diagnosis, the leukemia group initially performed significantly lower on 

tasks requiring fine-motor and tactile-perceptual skills. Because the leukemia 

group scored in the average range at 1-year post-diagnosis, these researchers 

suggest that their results may be due to the peripheral effects of vincristine, 

which is believed to cause transitory fine-motor difficulties and had k)een 

discontinued. Similariy, deficits in fine-motor skills (Grooved Pegboard) and 

abnormal deep tendon reflexes that were observed within 3 months of diagnosis 

in patients receiving IT and IV chennotherapy showed significant improvement 1 

year later, which ttie investigators again attributed to the discontinuation of 

vincristine (Dowell. Copeland and Judd. 1989). 



Both of the above studies are limited by the short (1-year) interval 

between diagnosis and final assessment, which is too brief to assess long-term 

effects. Deficits may not emerge until 4 to 5 years after treatment initiation 

(Rubenstein, Varni, & Katz, 1990). An additional methodological problem is 

practice effects, which can be potentially confounding, particularly in the testing 

of fine motor and perceptual-motor skills. Scores that remain stable over time 

may actually represent a deficit when compared to the improving scores of a 

comparison group. 

For example, Copeland, Moore, Frands, JafFe and Culbert (1996) reported 

the results of a longitudinal study that examined the long-term effects of 

chemotherapy on cognitive status. Subjects who received IT MTX were 

compared with a group of cancer patients who had received non-CNS 

chemotherapy. Many of the same systemic chemotherapeutic agents were 

administered to patients in both groups, so that the major treatment difference 

was the presence or absence of IT MTX. All subjects completed four annual 

assessments that included intelligence, achievement and specific 

neuropsychological functioning tests. The IT MTX subjects declined on 

perceptual-motor skills, and both groups declined on academic achievement. An 

examination of the scores of leukemia patients revealed that those who had 

received lower cumulative doses of IT MTX and larger cumulative doses of IV 

MTX tended to do less well than those who had received larger cumulative doses 

of IT MTX and smaller cumulative doses of IV MTX, although the differences 
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were not significant. A significant group by tinie interaction effect was found on 

perceptual-motor skills (VMI and Block Design), with the IT group declining and 

the non-CNS-treated group improving. A group by time interaction effect 

approached significance for PIQ, with the IT group scores remaining constant 

while the non-CNS-treated group scores improved. This could be interpreted as 

the non-CNS-treated control group demonstrating practice effects while the IT 

groups' performance did not improve with practice. Another finding of this study 

was a significant correlation between age at diagnosis and PIQ and perceptual-

motor skills. The older the child at diagnosis, the better the PIQ arul perceptual-

motor skill scores were likely to be. The IT group was significantly younger than 

the non-CNS- treated group (6.8 versus 9.8 years old) because leukemia is nx)re 

prevalent among younger children whereas solid tumors tend to occur in older 

children. Strengths of this study were that evaluations took place at a minimum 

of 5 years post-diagnosis, and that a non-CNS-treated comparison group was 

employed. 

Academic Achievement 

ALL survivors are demonstrating academic difficulties, with a much larger 

percentage of them receiving special educational services compared to their 

counterparts in the population at large (Brown et al., 1992; Kingnna et al., 1993; 

Mulhern et al., 1988; Rubenstein, Varni, & Katz, 1990). That ALL survivors have 

academic problems is echoed by their parents. Ratings of everyday cognitive 

functioning made by the parents of ALL subjects, learning disabled subjects and 
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normal controls resulted in lower scores in academic skills among the children 

with ALL (Williams, Ochs, Williams and Mulhem, 1991). 

Children with ALL may miss several months of school immediately 

following diagnosis (Lansky, Cairns, & Zwarjies, 1983) along with regular 

absences for routine hospital appointments during the course of their treatment, 

or because of outbreaks of contagious diseases among the other children which 

can pose a dangerous threat to a child with ALL, or due to minor infections 

(Eiser, 1992). Frequent absenteeism would intuitively be expected to have an 

adverse impact on academic functioning, but it has been found that absenteeism 

does not correlate with academic measures (Taylor, Albo, Phebus, Sachs. & Birl, 

1987). This leads to the speculation that ALL itself, or ALL-related treatment may 

be responsible for academic difficulties. 

Nonirradiated children treated with CNS-chemotherapy exhibit declines in 

mathematics (Brouwers, Moss & Reaman, 1988; Brown et al., 1992; Copeland et 

a!., 1996; Lansky et al., 1984; Moore et al., submitted; Mulhern et al., 1991; 

Mulhern et al., 1992; Ochs et al., 1991; Peckham et al., 1988; Whitt, Wells, 

Lauria, Wilhelm, & McMillan, 1984) reading (Brown et al., 1996; Lansky et al., 

1984; Ochs et al., 1991) and spelling achievement (Brown et al., 1996; Lansky et 

al., 1984; Ochs et al., 1991; Waber et al., 1995). Some studies comparing IT 

MTX groups with groups receiving a combination of CRT and IT MTX have found 

no differences between groups in academic achievement scores (Ivnik et al., 

1981; Stehbens et al., 1994). Other studies have not found declines in academic 
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achievement (Butler et al., 1994; Dowell et al., 1991; Rowland et al., 1984; 

Tamaroff et al., 1982; Willianns et al., 1986). However, none of these studies 

enlisted a matched comparison group. Given the presumed higher premorbid 

level of intellectual functioning of ALL survivors compared to the population 

mean, it is therefore difficult to assess these results. 

interestingly, declines in mathematics achievement have been observed 

more frequently than declines in reading and spelling in children being treated 

with CNS-directed chemotherapy. In fact, nonirradiated ALL patients have even 

scored significantly lower than the radiated group (89 v. 98) in arithmetic 

achievement (Whitt et al., 1984). If declines in academic achievement were due 

to missed school, or a global IQ deficit, one would expect to find no differences in 

scores across academic areas. 

Studies evaluating academic achievement longitudinally have consistently 

found declines from assessment at the early phases of treatment to later in 

treatment or post-treatment cessation (Brown et al., 1992; Brown et al., 1996; 

Lansky et al., 1984; Moore et al., submitted; Ochs et al., 1991). For example, 

Lansky and colleagues (1984) compared the performance of two ALL groups 

(one group received CRT and IT MTX, and another group received IT MTX), a 

non-CNS-treated cancer group, healthy controls and siblings. Inspection of 

grades from the year prior to diagnosis to 3 years post-diagnosis revealed that 

the IT group demonstrated declines in Mathematics, Spelling, English and 

Reading at 3 years post-diagnosis, whereas their siblings showed increases in 
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Mathematics and English during the same 4-year range. This was the only study 

found with an IT MTX group that also included siblings, non-CNS-treated cancer 

subjects and healthy controls. Similarly, Moore and colleagues (submitted) 

compared two groups of nonirradiated ALL children: One had received triple IT 

chemotherapy, and the other group received single-agent IT MTX. Academic 

achievement was evaluated at baseline (an average of 9 months post-diagnosis) 

and at least 4.5 years post-diagnosis. There were no differences between 

groups at baseline assessment. However, at late evaluation, performance on 

Arithmetic declined an average of 9 standard score points in the IT group, and 10 

points in the triple IT group. No statistically significant declines in Reading or 

Spelling were noted. Another study found statistically significant decreases in 

academic achievement in a IT MTX-treated group t>etween testing at remission 

and testing 4-6 years post-treatment cessation. Seventeen percent had 

decreases in spelling of 19-28 points, 39% had decreases in reading of 15-25 

points, and 39% had decreases in arithmetic of 16-27 points between testings 

(Ochs et al., 1991). 

Brown and colleagues (1992) found that 3 groups of patients receiving IT 

chemotherapy without CRT demonstrated lower scores in arithmetic 

achievement relative to siblings. Further, the ALL children's mathematics scores 

decreased with length of time from diagnosis: Siblings mean score was 107, 

recentiy-diagnosed mean score was 96,1-year post-diagnosis mean score was 

95, and off-therapy mean score was 89. The ALL groups also declined 
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nonsignificantly in reading. Additionally, 60% of the ofT-therapy group were 

designated as learning disabled. In a later study (Brown et al.. 1996), the 

functioning of subjects receiving CNS chemotherapy and those who had received 

non-CNS therapy were compared. Although no difference was found between 

groups immediately after diagnosis, the group who had received CNS 

chemotherapy scored nrvsre poorly on academic tests than the non-CNS-treated 

subjects at three years post-diagnosis. A strength of this study was the inclusion 

of siblings as well as a non-CNS-treated cancer comparison group. 

Neurophvsioloqical Abnormalities & Cognitive Functioning 

Why Is CNS Chemotherapy Used to Treat Leukemia? 

CNS prophylactic treatment is necessitated because a sanctuary for 

leukemia cells is created by the blood-brain barrier that effectively prevents 

chemotherapeutic agents from reaching the CNS (Berg & Poplack, 1995). It is 

used to reduce the risk of meningeal relapse due to invasion of the CNS by 

leukemia cells. The goal of CNS prophylactic treatment, however, is to maximize 

survival rates while minimizing potential toxic effects, so it presents a dilemma for 

pediatric oncologists. On the one hand, it is not clear that every patient 

definitively requires CNS-directed treatment. On the other hand, if CNS blasts 

can reseed the bone marrow, failure to eradicate them can eventually lead to 

bone marrow disease. Unfortunately, those patients who do not need CNS 

prophylactic treatment cannot be identified with certainty (Nesbit, D'Angio & 

Sather, 1981). 
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CNS-directed chemotherapy without CRT cannot be assumed to k)e a 

benign form of treatment. It is not even possible to exclude chemotherapy from 

the equation in the studies of CRT, as nearly all patients who received CRT were 

also treated with CNS chemotherapy. In fact, it has been demonstrated that CRT 

patients receiving concomitant IT MTX scored approximately 11 points lower 

than a CRT group not receiving IT MTX (Bleyer et al., 1990). The risk of toxicity 

is increased with higher doses of certain chemotherapeutic agents, such as MTX. 

This agent is sometimes given both intrathecally and intravenously. Although 

this dual method of MTX administration increases toxicity, the IT MTX without IV 

MTX may not effectively penetrate to perivascular arachnoid deposits (Eden, 

1995). 

IT chemotherapy typically consists of MTX, alone or in combination with 

cytosine arabinoside, hydrocortisone and systemic steroids (Bleyer & Poplack, 

1985). These drugs are usually administered initially (the induction phase of 

treatment), after remission is achieved, throughout consolidation (also known as 

intensification therapy), and as a preventative measure against reoccurrence of 

leukemia (maintenance therapy). Since continued therapy prolongs the period of 

remission (McKenna & Baehner, 1991), maintenance therapy usually lasts for 

three years. No advantage to continuing therapy beyond this time has been 

found (Nesbit, Sather, Robison, Ortega, & Hammond, 1983). 
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Acute Effects 

Acute effects of CNS prophylactic therapy for ALL are those that usually 

occur during the first year of treatment and are presumed to be transient in 

nature. Reported acute effects of MTX treatment include seizures (Huang, 

Hsiao, Weng, & Lui, 1996; Maria, Dennis, & Obonsawin, 1993; Maytai etal., 

1995; Ochs et al., 1984; Quinn, Griener, Bottiglieri, & Kamen, 1998; Walker, 

Allen, Rosen, & Caparros, 1986), stroke-like episodes (JafFe, Takaue, Anzai, & 

Robertson, 1985), nrwtordeficits (Copeland, Dowell, Fletcher, Bordeaux, etal., 

1988; Copeland, Dowell, Fletcher, Sullivan, etal., 1988; Dowell, etal., 1989; 

Vainionpaa, 1993), and abnormal neurologic signs (Walker et al., 1986). 

Chemical arachnoiditis is the rTX)St prevalent form of acute neurotoxicity 

attributed to IT chemotherapy. It is characterized by nausea, vomiting, 

headache, back pain, neck rigidity, CSF cell death, dizziness and fever, and 

occurs within 48 hours after dose administration in many cases (Garcia-Tena et 

a!., 1995). 

Late Effects 

Late effects are those brain abnormalities that may appear several nnonths 

to many years after the termination of CNS therapy and are often associated with 

IT and IV MTX. Late effects may be irreversible, and possibly progressive in 

their course (Mulhem, 1994). The neurotoxic effects of CNS chemotherapy 

include cortical atrophy (Crosley, Rorke, Evans, & Nigro, 1978; Hertzberg et al., 

1997; Prassopoulos et al., 1996), leukoencephalopathy (Colamaria et al., 1990); 
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Glauser & Packer, 1991; Lovblad, 1998; Maria, Dennis, & Obonsawin, 1993; 

Suzuki, Takemura, Okeda, & Hatakeyania, 1984), niyeloencephalopathy (Garcia-

Tena et ai., 1995), mineralizing angiopathy (Mcintosh et al., 1977), and 

cerebellar sclerosis (Wizniter, Packer, Rorke, & Meadows, 1987). Although the 

neurotoxicity of MTX is well-known (Allen, 1978; Bleyer, 1977), the etiology of its 

toxicity is not. Possible mechanisnns have been hypothesized, including 

metabolic effects (Price & Jamieson, 1975), demyelinization (Rourke, 1987), 

accumulation of excitatory neurotransmitters (Upton & Rosenberg, 1994; Quinn 

et al., 1998), increased capillary permeability (Price & Jamieson, 1975), direct 

vasodilating effects (Mizusawa et al., 1988) arKi endothelial damage caused by 

prolonged action of IT MTX on the vessels (Suzuki et al., 1984). 

The distinction between acute and late effects is somewhat blurred 

because it is not known whether a so-called acute effect really disappears 

completely or if problems are left in its wake that are either not followed or are 

too subtle to be detected. Time elapsed from treatment cessation therefore 

becomes an important methodological concern. For example, when patients 

were evaluated at a minimum of 4 years post-diagnosis, 35 percent of CT scans 

were found to be abnormal (EsseKine et al., 1981). 

White matter is the tissue most sensitive to insult from CNS prophylactic 

treatment, as autopsy and cranial computerized tomography (CT) has shown 

(Fletcher & Copeland, 1988). Transient white matter abnormalities have been 

demonstrated on MRI in two-thirds of subjects receiving chemotherapy alone 
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during consolidation (Wilson etal., 1991). Likewise, CT scans revealed that 20% 

of subjects receiving chenxttherapy alone demonstrated focal or diffuse white 

matter hypodensity 1-2 years post-diagnosis (Ochs, et al. 1983). If the process 

of myelinization is disrupted during childhood, then this may be one of the 

mechanisms underiying the cognitive dysfunction demonstrated by children 

undergoing CNS treatment (Rourke, 1987). The areas undergoing the most 

intense myelinization during childhood are thought to be the basal ganglia and its 

frontal lobe extensions (Majovski, 1989). Functions associated with the basal 

ganglia and related systems are verbal memory, tasks involving processing 

speed, distractibility, attention, and arithmetic functioning (Fletcher & Copeland, 

1988). Mulhern and his colleagues (1992) found that calcification of the basal 

ganglia and/or white or gray matter junctions is predictive of poor intellectual and 

memory functioning. 

Perhaps the most common abnormality associated with CNS prophylactic 

treatment is cortical atrophy. This grey-matter disorder is typified by irregular 

neuronal loss that involves all six cortical layers and leads to ventricular or 

subarachnoid space dilatation (Baron, Fennell, & Voeller, 1995). Crosley and 

colleagues (1978) found that cerebral atrophy was nx>st severe in patients 

receiving IT MTX, either with or without CRT. Radiation alone did not seem to 

exert an effect, and all of the children who had been treated with IT MTX without 

CRT exhibited at least mild atrophy. Neuronal damage was nnore devastating in 

children who were younger at diagnosis. In another study, 36% of the subjects 
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who had received IT and IV MTX demonstrated widening of the sulci and/or 

ventricles (Hertzberg et al., 1997). Likewise, Prassopoulos and colleagues 

(1996) measured the width of the subarachnoid compartments on the CT scans 

of 196 children who were examined either during and/or after treatment that 

included IT chemotherapy and CRT. The highest incidence of atrophy (78%) 

was found during the administration of IT chemotherapy, leading these 

researchers to conclude that brain atrophy can be attributed mainly to IT 

chemotherapy, and can be observed long after therapy completion. 

Mineralizing microangiopathy is an abnormality that is characterized by 

focal CNS calcifications in the gray matter which typically commences in the 

blood vessels of the putamen and then later in the arterial border zone regions of 

the cortex and in subcortical regions such as the basal ganglia. This 

complication involves degeneration of the microvasculature, along with 

dystrophic calcifications of adjacent areas and may not manifest for several 

months to years following CNS therapy (Stehbens, et al., 1991). Risk factors 

include younger age at CRT and additional CRT and chemotherapy for CNS 

relapse (Mcintosh et al., 1977). Although calcifications are typically associated 

with CRT, it is important to note that significant associations have been found 

between the presence of cerebral calcifications and treatment with large 

cumulative doses of MTX (Mcintosh et al., 1977). Whether MTX causes 

mineralizing microangiopathy in the absence of CRT awaits eluddation by further 

research. 
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Metabolic changes after administration of CNS chemotherapy are being 

reported to have functional significance. For example, cerebral glucose 

metabolism rate (CGM) has been found to be reduced after CNS 

chemotherapeutic treatnnent (Komatsu, Takada, Uemura, Shishido, & Kanno, 

1990; Phillips et al., 1991), and significant correlations between IQ scores and 

CGM have been reported (Phillips etal., 1991). Likewise, SPECT scans are 

revealing that hypoperfusion appears to be related to symptomatology in ALL 

patients receiving CNS chemotherapy (Harila-Saari et al., 1997). 

Several researchers have postulated that the observed deficits in ALL 

children are due to the disruption of information processing efficiency (Jannoun, 

1983; Taylor et al., 1987; Twaddle, Britton, Craft, Noble & Kernahan, 1983). The 

results of the following studies give physiological credence to their speculations. 

Moore, Copeland, Ried, and Levy (1992) studied the relationship between P300 

ERP, reaction time and cognitive functioning in subjects receiving CRT and IT 

chemotherapy, those receiving IT chenx)therapy without CRT, and those 

receiving no CNS therapy. Reaction time and P300 latency was slower in both 

the groups who had received IT MTX, and was significantly delayed in the 

CRT/IT MTX group. Similarly, Ueberall and colleagues (1996) found substantial 

differences in P300 latency between two groups of ALL survivors (CRT/IT MTX 

group and an IV MTX group) and healthy controls, with the prolongation of the 

P300 latency reaching significance in the radiated group. Both ALL groups 

scored significantly lower on the Recurring Figures Test (RFT), suggesting 
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restrictions in visual memory functioning. Heukrodt and her colleagues (1988) 

likewise investigated P300 latency in ALL subjects and solid tumor subjects (all 

had received IV MTX, and nine had received non-CNS radiation). These 

researchers found that P300 latency was significantiy prolonged in both the ALL 

and solid tumor groups, with ALL subjects who received the most MTX having 

the longest latencies. Further, P300 latencies were found to strongly correlate 

with IQ and academic achievement scores. 

Risk Factors 

The risk factors associated with CNS prophylactic treatment for ALL which 

are most often investigated are age at diagnosis, sex, and therapeutic dose 

intensity. Research on risk Actors associated with CRT has yielded the following 

conclusions: Adverse effects are most pronounced when it is administered at 

younger ages and when it is administered at higher doses (Picard & Rourke, 

1995). However, consistent with other aspects of research on the cognitive 

effects of CNS chennotherapy, results are conflicting and await further 

elucidation. 

A significant correlation t>etween age at diagnosis and PIQ and 

perceptual-motor skills (e.g. Grooved Pegboard, Trails A) has k>een found in 

nonirradiated ALL children. The older the child at diagnosis, the better the PIQ 

and perceptual-nfK}tor skill scores were likely to be (Copeland et al., 1996). Other 

research has not found CNS-directed chemotherapy without CRT to interact with 

age with respect to cognitive abilities (Brown et al., 1992; Copeland et al., 1988; 
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Ooweli et ai., 1989), but subjects were not followed for a long enough time for 

these findings to be conclusive. Concurrent administration of IT MTX with CRT 

has been associated with lower IQ (Bleyer, et al., 1990). In a study undertaken 

to determine the influence of age, sex and concurrent IT MTX on IQ in patients 

who had received CRT (Brown et al., 1992), younger age at treatment was found 

to be the most important determinant of lower IQ, with female gender and 

concomitant IT MTX following in importance. 

Female gender has been found to correlate with lower IQ in patients 

receiving CRT (Bleyer, et al., 1990; Jannoun, 1983; Kato et al., 1993; Robison et 

al., 1984; Schlieper et al., 1989; Waber et al., 1990). Copeland and her 

colleagues (1996) did not find a correlation t>etween cognitive outcome and 

female gender in patients receiving IT chemotherapy without CRT. However, IT 

MTX may exert a deleterious synergic effect when administered concurrentiy with 

CRT, especially in giris. Females who were five years or less at the time of 

treatment with CRT and who had received concurrent IT MTX were found to 

have the lowest IQ scores (Bleyer et al., 1990). Increased dose intensity of IV 

MTX was found to be assodated with lower IQ in giris (Waber, Tarbell, Kahn, 

Gelber, & Sallan, 1992). Bleyer and coworkers (1990) speculate that the greater 

vulnerability of giris may t>e due to their nrx>re rapid brain growth and 

development during childhood. 
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Conclusions 

Normal life expectancy is currently achieved by more than 50% of children 

with ALL (Robison, Mertens, & Neglia, 1991). As nrK}re nonirradiated ALL 

survivors are progressing through school and into adulthood, understanding the 

long-term intellectual and academic sequelae of CNS chenxstherapy becomes 

more urgent. Even in the absence of treatments that may have less deleterious 

effects on cognitive ability, understanding what these deficits are can help the 

child and her or his parents and teachers to prepare for the future through 

remediation. 

Unequivocal conclusions in the ALL literature are nonexistent. This is 

partially due to the unavoidable methodological difficulties inherent in such 

research. It would be unethical to conduct the controlled studies necessary to 

conclude that intellectual deficits are directly attributable to any or all components 

of prophylactic treatment. Varying protocols across institutions rerKlers 

generalization difficult. Suitable comparison groups are lacking in many studies. 

Longitudinal studies are rare and contain confounds such as practice effects and 

the use of different measures as the subjects mature. Overreliance on IQ scores 

may obscure the intellectual and educational difficulties experienced by ALL 

survivors. Declines in intellectual ability may be masked by a greater prenrxsrbid 

IQ. 

As the treatment for standard-risk ALL patients has evolved, so has the 

research investigating its intellectual and neuropsychological consequences. 
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The information provided by such studies serves to inform pediatric oncologists 

as to the cognitive risks involved in treatment, and spurs on medical researchers 

to find less deleterious therapy regimes. This is all for the good, but the fact 

remains that many children who have previously undergone treatment, or who 

are currently receiving treatment, will need intervention for their difficulties. 

Intervention studies are a wide-open avenue of future research, as there have 

been no studies to date on remediation of the deficits incurred by CNS 

prophylactic treatment. Perhaps this is due to the lack of conclusive evidence 

regarding specific deficits. 

Most past studies have used intelligence tests to ascertain whether 

intellectual decrements have been incurred, and many of these studies then 

extrapolate specific deficits from decreased scores on particular subtests. 

Knowing that ALL children perform pooriy on particular subtests of an IQ test is 

beneficial to the extent that it provides a gross map of where to fc>egin the search 

for specific deficits. More credence can be given to those studies that enlist a 

more comprehensive battery of tests. More studies of this kind are needed, 

especially those investigating the possible specific deficits of chenfK)therapy 

alone, since 70 percent of ALL children will undergo this nnodaltty of treatment. 

Thus, although it may not be possible to avoid adverse cognitive sequelae of 

CNS prophylaxis for ALL, the provision of altemative learning strategies for 

incurred deficits seems to be the next logical step in helping ALL survivors. 
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III. METHODS 

Subjects 

The subjects were thirty school-age children with a mean age of 11.97 

years. The mean age of the ALL survivors was 12.03 years; the mean age of the 

comparison group was 11.91 years. Fifteen of the children were ALL survivors 

who were obtained from a list of children who were seen at the Lfniversity of 

Arizona Medical Center for the diagnosis and treatment of ALL. These children 

were identified from this list for participation in the study according to the 

following criteria; 1) CNS treatment consisted only of intrathecal chemotherapy 

and no CRT, 2) age at time of testing was t)etween 6 and 16 years, and 3) time 

elapsed between initial diagnosis with ALL and testing was at least 3 years. This 

latter criteria was based on the fact that negative correlations between cognitive 

functioning and time elapsed since treatment have been reported (Hongwei et 

a!., 1993; Kato et al., 1993; Mulhern et al., 1992), and because nx>st ALL patients 

will have completed their chemotherapy treatments by 3 years post-diagnosis. 

The fifteen comparison group subjects were identified for participation in 

the study according to the following criteria: 1) matched for age, grade in school, 

sex, and SES to the corresponding ALL child; 2) had no known leaming or 

medical problenns; and 3) were not receiving special education services. Sex 

and SES were considered to be important factors for matching as they have 

been shown to be related to the cognitive status of ALL children (Bleyer et al, 

1990; Robison et al., 1984; Trautman, et al., 1988, Waber et al., 1990). Control 
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of these factors permitted evaluation of intrathecal chemotherapy alone as a 

potential influence on cognitive functioning. A list of potential candidates was 

generated by asking ALL survivors and their parents to identify same-age 

classmates who would t>e willing to participate. Those who most closely 

resembled the ALL survivors in sex, chronological age and SES were Invited to 

participate. Four of the comparison group subjects were siblings of ALL 

survivors. 

Demographic Characteristics 

Mother's educational level was used as an index of SES. Self-report 

revealed that the average educational level for the mothers of the ALL survivors 

was 13.5 years, and 13.7 years for the mothers of comparison group children. 

Differences between groups were not significant. Demographic characteristics of 

both groups are presented in Table 1. 

Table 1 

Demooraphic Characteristics of ALL and Control Grouos 

ALL group (n=15) Control group (n=15) 

Male: Female Ratio 9:6 9:6 

Mean Age 
Standard Deviation 

11.86 
3.09 

11.75 
3.16 

Mother's Education Level 13.5 yrs. 13.7 yrs. 

Hispanic: White 7:8 7:8 
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Procedure 

Subjects and their parents were contacted by phone to request their 

participation, infomned consent was obtained from parents according to 

institutional guidelines. Assent was obtained from participating children. An 

informational sheet including school-related questions and matemal educational 

level was obtained from the parents of all participating children. Testing took 

place at the University of Arizona Medical Center in one session. The order of 

administration of the tests was the same for each child. Each subject was given 

$20 upon completion of the testing. Feedback was given and results discussed 

with participating families. 

Instruments 

Intelligence Measure 

The Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children-Third Edition (WISC-llh 

(Wechsler, 1991) is a standardized measure of intelligence for children in the age 

range of 6 to16 years. WISC-III is considered to be the "gold standard" in 

intelligence testing (Ivnik et al., 1992). It gives information about the overall level 

of intellectual functioning as well as providing clues to altered functions (Lezak, 

1995). The WISC-III yields three IQ scores; Full Scale, Verbal and Performance 

IQ. Split-half reliability coefficients for the three IQ scales are close to .90. 

Reliability coeffidents for the subtests are about .73. There is substantial 

correlation between the WISC-III and other Wechsler Intelligence tests 

(Wechsler, 1991). Correlations between IQ scales on the WISC-III and the 
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WAIS-R and WPPSI-R equal or exceed .73. Wechsler tests are significantly 

correlated (about .5 to .8) with other pleasures of Intelligence and academic 

achievement (Spreen & Strauss, 1998). 

Because of time considerations, the Comprehension and Object Assembly 

subtests were not given. Consequentiy, Full Scale IQ. Performance IQ and 

Verbal IQ were prorated using the following subtests: Picture Completion, 

Vocabulary, Coding, Similarities, Picture Arrangement. Information, Block 

Design, and Arithmetic. This combination was chosen t>ecause estimation of Full 

Scale IQ may be better accomplished by selecting more subtests that are quick 

to administer than by choosing fewer, longer subtests (Ward & Ryan, 1996). 

Additionally, any three or more subtest combinations provide very good 

estimates of Verbal IQ or Performance IQ (Spreen & Sprauss). Two 

supplementary subtests. Digit Span and Symbol Search, were given in order to 

yield the Freedom from Distractibility (Arithmetic, Digit Span); and Processing 

Speed (Coding, Symbol Search) index scores. These index scores are useful in 

assessing mental nnanipulation and computation, and processing speed, 

respectively. These skills are important In mathematical processing. 

This test was administered by a trained professional who followed 

standard procedures as outiined in the WiSC-lll manual (Wechsler, 1991). 

Achievement Measures 

KevMath Diagnostic Arithmetic Test—Revised fKevMath-R) (Connolly, 

1991). This is a standardized mathematics achievement test for ages 5 to 22 
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years. It is composed of 13 subtests that are organized into three nnajor areas: 

Basic Concepts, Operations and Applications (see Appendix B). Four levels of 

diagnostic information are available: Total test, area, subtest and domain. Total 

test performance and performance in each of the three areas are expressed as a 

standard score with a mean of 100 and a standard deviation of 15, which permits 

comparison with the WISC-ill. Subtest scaled scores are expressed as a 

standard score with a mean of 10 and a starKlard deviation of 3. Specific 

information about the skills sampled by each individual item is provided in the 

test manual and can facilitate more refined diagnostic interpretation of test 

performance. Split-half reliability coefficients fall mostly in the .70s and .80s. 

Correlations between the KeyMath-R and other measures of arithmetic 

achievement are between .66 and .76. This test was administered in its entirety 

by a trained professional who followed standard procedures as outlined in the 

KeyMath-R manual (Connelly, 1998). 

Woodcock-Johnson Psvchoeducational Batterv-Revised: Tests of 

Achievement (WJ-R) (Woodcock & Mather, 1989). This test is a standardized 

measure of achievement for ages 2 and older. Split-half reliabilities exceed .8. 

Correlations with other achievement tests fall in the .5 to .7 range (Spreen & 

Strauss, 1998). Three subtests of the WJ-R were given: Calculation, Dictation 

and Word-Letter Identification. The Calculation subtest measures the ability to 

perform calculations ranging firom basic operations (addition, subtraction, 

multiplication, division, and combinations of these), to geometric trigonometric. 
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logarithmic, and calculus operations. The Dictation subtest measures knowledge 

of punctuation, capitalization, spelling and word usage, and the Word-Letter 

Identification subtest measures the ability to identify letters and words. These 

subtests were administered by a trained profiessional who followed standard 

procedures as outiined in the WJ-R manual (Woodcock & Mather, 1989). 

Hypotheses 

The following hypotheses were tested at the .002 level of statistical 

significance in null form: 

1. There will k>e no significant difference in FSIQ between ALL survivors and a 

comparison group, as nneasured by the WISC-III. 

2. There will t>e no significant difference in mathematics achievement t>etween 

ALL survivors and a comparison group, as measured by the KeyMath-R and 

the Calculation subtest of the WJ-R. 

3. There will be no significant difference in spelling, word usage, and single word 

reading between ALL survivors and a comparison group, as measured by the 

Dictation subtest and ttie Letter-Word Identification subtest of the WJ-R. 

Experimental Deskin 

This study used a nfiatched, two-group design. 

Analyses 

Analyses were intended to determine if ALL survivors' test performances 

on the WISC-III, KeyMath-R, and selected subtests of the WJ-R differed 

significantiy from the comparison group's performance. The obtained scores on 
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these tests were analyzed with t-tests for matched samples. This type of 

analysis was used because each ALL survivor was meaningfully paired with her 

or his comparison group counterpart on variables such as sex, age, SES and 

grade in school. Paired individuals display less variation between themselves 

than two individuals selected at random, and thus the "paired measures" design 

is prefen-ed (Kachigan, 1986). Because the hypotheses were non-directional, the 

t-tests were 2-tailed. To address the problem of "alpha slippage" that commonly 

occurs when multiple t-tests are performed, the Bonferroni correction procedure 

was used. This method represents a conservative approach to protection 

against Type 1 error (Gelber & Gelber, 1995). Since five t-tests were performed, 

the significance level was tested at .05/5, or .01. The control for alpha slippage 

was additionally warranted by small sannple size. 
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Results 

Results Related to Hypothesis #1 

Significant group differences on Full Scale IQ were found, although both 

groups scored within the average range. Table 2 summarizes the results from 

the analysis of IQ scores. 

Table 2 

WISC-HI Scores 

ALL group Control group 

(n = 15) (n = 15) t Sig. 

Mean SD Mean SD 

Full Scale IQ 96.40 14.28 113.47 13.53 3.36 .001* 

(FSIQ) 

*p < .01. 
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Results Relating to Hypothesis #2 

Significant group differences on the KeyMath-R were found, although both 

groups scored within the average range. A significant difference also emerged 

between groups on the WJ-R Calculation subtest. Table 3 summarizes the 

results from the analysis of mathematics achievement scores. 

Table 3 

Mathematics Achievement Scores 

Mean 

ALL group 

(n = 15) 

p Control group 

(n = 16) 

SD Mean SD 

t Sig. 

KM-R Total 

Test 

91.67 11.41 41 105.87 10.57 3.54 .000* 

WJ-R 

Calculation 

92.00 10.25 104.07 18.83 3.52 .001* 

*p < .01. 
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Results Relating to Hypothesis #3 

No significant differences between groups were fourKi on the Letter-Word 

Identification subtest and the Dictation subtest. Table 4 sumnnarizes the results 

from the analysis of these subtests of the WJ-R. 

Table 4 

Spellino. Word Usage & Sinole Word Reading Scores 

ALL group Control group 

(n = 15) (n = 15) t Sig. 

Mean SO Mean SO 

84.60 18^83 94:60 lOS lliO ^22 

101.60 12.07 109.47 12.61 1.75 .030 

•p < .01. 

WJ-R 

Dictation 

WJ-R Letter-

Word 

Identification 
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Additional Results 

In addition to the three major hypotheses that were central to the purpose 

of this study, a cursory examination of other subdomains of intelligence and 

mathematics achievement was also conducted. Conclusive judgments about 

subdomains cannot be made because of small sample size and alpha slippage. 

However, examination of differences may have important diagnostic and 

instructional value. These results are summarized in Appendix C. 
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Discussion 

Although Intellectual and academic functioning in ALL survivors has been 

studied extensively, there are few studies that have examined the effects of IT 

chemotherapy without CRT as a form of treatment with ALL patients. Of the 

studies that include an IT chemotherapy group, many lack methodological rigor, 

including failure to control for many subject background variables such as SES. 

An attempt was made in this study to avoid such problems by employing a 

comparison group that was matched for age, sex and SES variables. 

The results of this study indicate that children who have received 

sustained IT chemotherapy score significantly lower on tests of general 

intellectual functioning compared with a healthy comparison group. Their 

performance is also significantly lower on measures of mathematics 

achievement. These results are consistent with those of Brown et al. (1992) and 

Ochs et al. (1991) who found significant decreases in IQ and arithnnetic 

achievement scores in ALL children treated with IT chemotherapy. 

In addition, the mean IQ scores of the control group in the present study 

was similar to the mean IQ of healthy siblings found in several studies for healthy 

siblings of ALL patients (Giralt et al., 1992; Jannoun, 1983; Moss, Nannis, & 

Poplack, 1981). The finding of statistically significant differences in group scores 

on IQ tests, with the ALL group performing approximately one standard deviation 

below the performance of controls, compares with those of Giralt and his 

colleagues in which ALL survivors were compared with their siblings. The 
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present findings contrast with previous studies in which ALL patients receiving IT 

chemotherapy without CRT that did not dennonstrate significant decrements in 

global intellectual functioning when compared to norms tables (Ivnik, Colligan, 

Obetz, & Smithson, 1981; Lui et al., 1996; Mulhem et al., 1991; Waber et al., 

1995). As discussed earlier, the lack of a matched comparison group is a 

methodological shortcoming, and the discrepancy in findings is likely due to the 

lack of control for SES in these studies. 

A unique attribute of the preserrt study was the use of the KeyMath-R, 

which is a comprehensive test of mathematics achievement. Significant 

differences between groups were found on the total test score of the KeyMath-R, 

as well as the Calculation subtest of the WJ-R. Taken together, these findings 

could be interpreted as a global decrement in mathematics achievement, which 

is not attributable to any specific domain. Significant differences in nnean group 

scores on tests of mathematics achievement substantiate results of other 

investigations that have found significantiy lower scores on tests of mathematics 

achievement among ALL survivors treated with IT chemotherapy without 

concomitant CRT (Brown et al., 1992; Ochs et al., 1991; Whitt et al., 1984). 

Other studies have not found a significant difference in the mathematics 

achievement of ALL survivors, but no matched comparison groups were used in 

these studies (Butler et al., 1994; Dowell et al., 1991; Ot)etz et al., 1979; 

Rowland et al., 1984; Tamaroff et al., 1982; Williams et al., 1986). Again, this is 

a methodological shortcoming because of the higher mean SES of ALL survivors. 
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A significant difference between groups on a test of single word reading 

was not found. Likewise, a significant difference was not found between groups 

on a measure of spelling, punctuation and word usage. Mixed findings in the 

area of language achievement have been found in past research. Although the 

present study did not find significant differences between groups on measures of 

spelling, word usage, and single word reading, more comprehensive language 

achievement batteries need to be employed in future studies to ascertain what, if 

any, deficits are derrwnstrated by ALL survivors. 

A possible explanation for the decrements in academic achievement 

exhibited by the ALL survivors is school absenteeism. Treatment of ALL, the 

high risk of infection, and symptoms of the disease itself disrupt the school 

attendance of children with ALL. This interrupted school history may have a 

major influence on academic achievement, and serve as a mediating variable to 

depress perfomnance on intelligence tests as well. The price of absenteeism 

from school may be a lag in academically-related development as reflected in 

their IQ scores. Time missed from school as an explanation of the results is 

contravened by the fact that the ALL survivors' performance is differentially 

worse on mathematics achievement. If disrupted school attendance were the 

main factor accounting for decrements in academic achievement, it would be 

expected that their performance would be significantly worse across academic 

areas. 
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This study was limited by the necessarily small number of ALL survivors 

who received chenx)therapy without CRT at the University of Arizona Health 

Sciences Center. Combined data across institutions would be one way to rectify 

this problem. Another limitation is that the nature of research with medically-ill 

subjects is necessarily quasi-experimental, as children can obviously not be 

assigned randomly to groups who will or will not contract a disease. It was also 

imoossible to differentiate the relative contributions of IT chenrKstherapy from the 

various other chemotherapeutic agents administered to ALL patients. The need 

for CNS prophylaxis in ALL would ethically preclude such research being done, 

although the use of controls with other types of cancer who are not receiving 

chemotherapy administered to the CNS would at least allow differentiation of 

CNS effects and systemic effects of chemotherapy. Another limitation of this 

study is lack of control for time missed from school. Employment of a non-CNS-

treated cancer comparison group would be beneficial, as they would have 

presumably missed as much school as ALL survivors. Small sample size also 

precluded the investigation of risk factors such as age at diagnosis and gender. 

These factors have been shown to be significant variables in studies assessing 

the cognitive functioning of ALL survivors who received CRT and IT 

chemotherapy, and are important variables to be addressed in future studies of 

ALL survivors who received IT chemotherapy alone. 

The significance of this study is that ALL survivors treated with CNS 

chemotherapy evidence significantly lower scores on measures of general 
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intellectual functioning and niathematics achievement when compared to a 

matched comparison group. Additionally, parents of ALL children expressed 

concern about mathematics achievement twice as often as parents of controls. 

Whether these deficits can be ascribed to more generalized difficulties in a 

prerequisite abilities, such as memory or sustained attention, remains to be 

elucidated by future research. Survivors of ALL who have been exposed to IT 

chemotherapy alone may have cognitive difficulties that are more subtle than 

those associated with CRT. The ALL subjects in the present study did not exhibit 

cognitive deficits that are severe enough to result in a learning disability 

designation. The results of this study indicate, however, that the cognitive 

functioning of ALL survivors who have received IT chennotherapy alone should 

be monitored, as it is not clear whether their deficits are stable or deteriorate 

even further over time. Careful monitoring of ALL survivors could result in early 

identification and subsequent remediation of academic difficulties they may be 

experiencing. 



Appendix A. Studies Including an IT Chemotherapy Group Who Did Not Receive CRT 
Author/Year Subjects Measures Conclusions/Results 

Hertzberg et al. CC (79), MRl, CT, EEC, VEP, ERP. Ss w/CNS changes showed reduced NP 
(1997) CO (39) WISC-R, WAIS-R test results. CC Ss < 2 yrs at diagnosis 

NP tests. may show lower prevalence for developing 
CNS alterations. CC Ss at > risk of brain 
alterations than CO Ss. This is partly 
correlated w/reduced NP performance. 

Brown et al. CO (38), 
(1996) NC(25). 

McCarthy Scales of Children's 
Abilities (MSCA), WISC-R, 
or WAIS-R. WRAT-R. 

CO Ss scored more poorly on 
reading, spelling & arithmetic 
than NC Ss. 

Copeland et al. CO (S1), MSCA, WISC-R, or WAIS-R. CO Ss declined on perceptual-motor 
(1^6) NC(48). WRAT-R, PI AT. skills. Both groups declined on academic 

NP tests. achievement. Ss who were younger at 
diagnosis were > affected in PIQ & 
perceptual-motor scores. 

Ss; subjects 
CC; CRT combined with CNS chemotherapy 
CO; CNS chemotherapy alone 
NC: non-CNS chemotherapy 
HC; healthy controls 
NP; neuropsychological 
SD; Significant differences 
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Author/Year Subiects Measures Conclusions/Results 

Smibert et al. 
(1996) 

CC(IOO), 
CO/NC (50), 
HC(IOO). 

WISC-R, WRAT-R. Sig. differences in cognitive & educational 
abilities between CRT Ss and both other 
groups, especially language tasks. Age at 
CRT {< 5 yrs) and higher dose CRT were 
predictive of poor outcome. Chemo alone 
similar to controls. No gender differences. 

Ueberall, Haupt CC (8), ERP, WlSC-R or WAIS-R. CC group showed SD in P300 latency; 
Meier etal. CO (5), NP tests. P300 differences in both CC & CO. 
(1996) HC (13) Correlated w/significant visual memory 

impairments in both ALL groups. 

MacLean et al. 
(1995) 

CC (37) 
CO (37) 

MSCA, NP tests. CC lower on every measure, with 
significantly lower scores on MSCA Motor 
& Token Test. Gross motor activities may 
contribute to difference between groups. 

Waberetai. CC (14), CO(15), 
(1995) CC high-dose (13), 

CO high-dose (14) 

WISC-R, WJ-R, WRAT, 
Rey-Osterrieth Complex Figure 

No SD between CC A CO. Deficits 
in verbal coding & memory noted 
for all Ss (independent of CRT), 

Ss; subjects 
CC: CRT combined with CNS chemotherapy 
CO; CNS chemotherapy alone 
NC; non-CNS chemotherapy 
HC; healthy controls 
NP: neuropsychological 
SD: Significant differences 
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Author/Year Subjects Measures Conclusions/Results 

Anderson et al. 
(1994) 

CC(IOO), 
CO/NC (50), 
HC(IOO). 

WISC-R, WRAT-R 
Child Behavior Checklist 

SD on all measures for CC. 
CO performed similarly to controls. 

Butler et al. 
(1994) 

CC (38), CO (22), 
CNS relapse 
brain tumor (34), 
NC (26). 

WISC-R or WAIS-R 
WRAT-R 
NP tests. 

SD on non-verbal abilities, perceptual 
abilities, and susceptibility to distraction 
for CC. CC did not show a consistent 
pattern of cognitive deficit. 

Jankovic et al. 
(1994) 

CC(I29), 
CO (74). 

Wise. SD for CC in FSIQ that inaeased w/ 
length of time from diagnosis. 
Younger age at diagnosis associated 
w/lower FSIQ in CRT Ss. 

Stehbens et al. 
(1994) 

CC (21) 
CO (21) 

WISC-R or WAIS-R, WRAT-R. 
NP tests. 

No SD between CC tested at 9 mos. 
post-diagnosis & 6+ years at time of 
evaluation. 

Ss; subjects 
CC; CRT combined with CNS chemotherapy 
CO; CNS chemotherapy alone 
NC; non-CNS chemotherapy 
HC; healthy controls 
NP; neuropsychological 
SD; Significant differences 

a> 
o 
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Author/Year Subjects Measures Conclusions/Rcsults 

Brown, etal. CO: 19 recent diagnosis, 
(1992) 16 one year post-diagnosis, 

11 ofT-therapy & had chemo 
for 3 yrs.; 12 siblings. 

K-ABC OfT-therapy patients > impaired on 
simultaneous processing. Age at diagnosis 
did not interact with efTects of chemo. 

Giraltetal. CC (25), CO (29) WISC-R. 
(1992) siblings (24), NP tests 

NC (22). 

SD between ALL Ss & controls in all 
tests except verbal memory & verbal 
learning. Mean IQ for ALL Ss was 
12 points lower than controls. 

Moore etal. €0(11), WlSC-R, WAIS-R or S-BIV. 
(1992) CO (13), NC (9) WRAT-R, PI AT; 

NP tests. 

NP performance impaired in CO. Reaction 
time & P300 latency significantly delayed in 
CO, somewhat slower in CO. 

Dowell et al. CC (25), WISC-R, WRAT-R 
(1991) CRT only (II), NP tests. 

CO (24), HC (25) 

Significant main effects for CRT on IQ, 
achievement, verbal and perceptual-motor 
abilities. 

Ss; subjects 
CC; CRT combined with CNS chemotherapy 
CO; CNS chemotherapy alone 
NC: non-CNS chemotherapy 
HC: healthy controls 
NP: neuropsychological 
SD: Significant differences 
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Author/Year Subjects Measures C one lus ions/Resu Its 

Mulhem, CC(5I) WPPSI, WISC-R or WAIS-R No difference between CC & CO. 
Fairclough & Ochs CO (26) WRAT, NP tests. CRT dose reductions w/increased MTX 
(1991) may not reduce long-term toxicities. 

Ochs eta). CC(23) WPPSI or WISC-R, WRAT No SD between CC & CO in IQ or 
(1991) CO (26) EEC, CT achievement, but significant 

decreases in FSIQ, VIQ& arithmetic 
achievement in both groups. 

Williams et al. SI Ss randomized to Self-constructed survey rating scale ALL Ss worse than controls in academic 
(1991) receive either CC or CO,. skills, 

learning disability (24), 
HC (51) 

Wilson et al. CO (25) WlSC-R, WPPSI or SB-1V, 17 Ss showed transient white matter 
(1991) WRAT-R. NP tests. abnormalities during consolidation. 

MRI. 12 showed NP deficits. No correlation 
between white matter changes & NP 
deficits. Age at diagnosis (< 5 yrs.) is 
a reliable predictor of NP deficits. 

Ss; subjects 
CC: CRT combined with CNS chemotherapy 
CO; CNS chemotherapy alone 
NC: non-CNS chemotherapy 
HC; healthy controls 
NP; neuropsychological 
SD: Significant differences 
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Author/Year Subjects Measures Conclusions/Results 

Dowel), Copeland CO (19) 
&Judd(l989) 

MSCA. NP tests. Deficits in fine-motor skills & abnormal 
deep tendon reflexes observed at baseline 
showed sig. improvement I year later. 

Schlieper, CC (13), CO (17), WISC-R or WAIS-R, WRAT. 
Esseltine siblings (23). NP tests. 
&Tarshis(l989) 

CC scored lower on FSIQ & PIQ, w/ 
girls scoring lower on most measures. No 
consistent pattern of NP deficits emerged. 
CO did not differ from siblings. 

Copeland, Dowell, CO (19) 
Fletcher, Sullivan, NC(19) 
etal.(l988) 

WlSC-R, WRAT. 
NP tests. 

CO performed sig.nificantly lower than NC 
on fine motor skills at baseline & at I year. 

Copeland, Dowell, CO, NC newly 
Fletcher, diagnosed (29 & 
Bordeaux, 21); CO, NC, & 
et al. (1988) CC long-term 

(24,25 & 25) 

WISC-R, WRAT, FIAT. 
NP tests. 

Long-term CC & CO Ss obtained lower 
scores than other groups. Newly 
diagnosed groups obtained lower scores 
on fine-motor & visual-motor skills 
than CO & NC long- term groups. 

Ss: subjects 
CC: CRT combined with CNS chemotherapy 
CO; CNS chemotherapy alone 
NC: non-CNS chemotherapy 
HC; healthy controls 
NP; neuropsychological 
SD: Significant differences 
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Heukrodt et al. 
(1988) 

CC (24) 
NO (14) 
HC(I4) 

ERF. WISC-R or WAIS-R. 
WRAT. 
NP tests. 

P3 latency significantly prolonged in ALL 
Ss. ALL Ss who received the most MIX 
had longest latencies. P3 latencies strongly 
correlated w/IQ & academic achievement. 

Mulhem et al. 
(1988) 

CC (20) 
CO (20) 

WISC-R. 
NP tests. 
Child Behavior Checklist 

No SD between groups, but combined 
scores significantly lower than norms in 
visual-spatial memory & verbal memory. 

Williams CRT only (79), WISC-R, WRAT, 
etal.(l986) CO (30) NP tests. 

CC high-dose (9) 

High-risk Ss receiving > intensive therapy 
performed consistently poorer than 
standard-risk Ss. No SD between standard 
risk groups. 

Lansky CC (17), CO (13), WISC-R, WRAT 
etal.(1984) NC (16), HC (12), 

siblings (9) 

IT Ss showed declines in math, spelling, 
english & reading at 3 yrs. post-diagnosis 
whereas siblings had inaeases in math & 
english. 

Ss; subjects 
CC; CRT combined with CNS chemotherapy 
CO; CNS chemotherapy alone 
NC; non-CNS chemotherapy 
HC; healthy controls 
NP; neuropsychological 
SD; Significant differences 

2 
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Author/Year Subiects Measures Conclusions/Results 

Pfefferbaum-
Levine et al. 
(1984) 

CC(18) 
CO (14) 

WISC-R, VMl, WRAT, 
PI AT, NP tests. 

SD favoring CO on FSIQ, VIQ, arithmetic 
achievement, & non-verbal memory 

Rowland 
etal.(l984) 

CC (36), 
CO (68) 

WISC-R, WRAT, 
NP tests. 

SD favoring CO on FSIQ, finger tapping, 
& finger recognition. 

Whitt et al. 
(1984) 

CC (8) 
CO (10) 

WISC-R, VMl, WRAT 
NP tests. 

CO scored significantly lower than 
CC on arithmetic achievement. 

Pavolvsky 
etal.(l983) 

CC(I9) 
CO (23) 

Wise, WAIS or Stanford-Binet. 
NP tests. 
EEG, EMO, CT 

Higher incidence of abnormalities in 
CC, although nearly 1/3 (n=7) of 
CO showed "intellectual impairment.' 

TamarofT 
etal.(l982) 

CO (41) 
NC (33) 

WlSC-R or Stanford-Binet, 
WRAT. 

No SD between groups. 

Ivnik et al. 
(1981) 

CC(I9) 
CO (14) 

WISC-R, WAIS, 
WRAT, NP tests. 

Ss; subjects 
CC; CRT combined with CNS chemotherapy 
CO: CNS chemotherapy alone 
NC: non-CNS chemotherapy 
HC: healthy controls 
NP: neuropsychological 
SD: Significant differences 

No SD between groups. 
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Appendix B 

KevMath-R Domains and Subtests 

BASIC CONCEPTS 

Numeration 
1. Numbers 0-9 
2. Numbers 0-99 
3. Numbers 0-999 
4. Multi-digrts & advanced 

numeration topics 

Rational Numbers 
1. Fractions 
2. Dedmais 
3. Percents 

Geometry 
$100) 
1. Spatial & attritxjte relations 
2. 2-D shapes & ttieir relations 
3. Coordinate & transform

ational geometry 
4. 3-D shapes & their relations 

OPERATIONS 

Addition 
1. Models & basic facts 
2. Algorithms to add whole 

num tiers 
3. Adding rational numbers 

Subtraction 
1. Models & t)asic facts 
2. Algorithnrts to subtract 

wtiole num tiers 
3. Subtracting rational numbers 

Multiplication 

1. Models & basic facts 
2. Algorithms to multiply 

whole numt)ers 
3. Multiplying rational numt)ers 

Division 
1. Models & basic facts 
2. Algorithms to divide whole 

numbers 
3. Dividing rational numt)ers 

Mental Computation 
1. Computation chains 
2. Whole numt)ers 
3. Rational numbers 

APPLICATIONS 

Measurement 
1. Comparisons 
2. Using non-standard units 
3. Using standard units 

(length, area) 
4. Using starxlard units 

(weight, capacity) 

Time & Money 
1. Identifying passage of time 
2. Using docks & dock units 
3. Monetary amounts (to $1) 
4. Monetary amounts (to 

Estimation 
1. Whole & rational numtiers 
2. Measurement 
3. Computation 

Interpreting Data 
1. Charts & tables 
2. Graphs 
3. ProbatNlity & statistics 

Problem Solving 
1. Solving routine problems 
2. Non-routine problems 
3. Solving non-routine 

problems 
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Appendix C 

WISC-III Verbal and Perfoimance IQ Scores 

ALL group Control group 

Subtests Mean SD Mean SD t Sig. 

Verbal IQ 94.33 11.38 110.13 12.52 4.98 .000* 

Performance IQ 99.73 16.36 115.67 14.24 3.05 .009* 

*E< -01. 

KevMath-R Domain Scores 

ALL group Control group 

Mean SD Mean SD t Sig. 

Basic Concepts 96.00 12.69 109.07 10.74 4.27 .oor 

Operations 89.53 9.80 101.47 10.85 3.63 .003* 

Applications 91.47 12.97 107.00 10.53 5.18 .000* 

*p < .01. 
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